
HI and thank you for helping to make my idea for The Remnant 
comic book a reality!

Enclosed you will find a sample script and sample breakdowns, 
Please feel free to be as creative with the page layout as you 
like!!   I have also attached some sample layouts that I find 
really cool!

Again, Thanks for working with Grok! Comics. I look forward to 
seeing your creativity manifested!

We are looking for artists who can produce exciting, energetic 
work and creative layouts, similar to 90’s Image comics.



Layout Inspirations:





STORY: A
RAYTHEON



RAYTHEON
Caption: It was not that long ago that I at my lowest point in life. I was ready to end it all.

Scene: Raytheon (in civilian clothes) standing on the ledge of the Spectrum Corp Building. Ready to jump off.
Caption: Then God sent a messenger to rescue me, and remind me what a gift life is. 
Scene: Grok showing Raytheon his future as a superhero
Caption: With renewed purpose and a divine mission. I set out to make the most of my life.
Scene: Raytheon working in his lab constructing his gauntlets and super suit.
Caption: When I put on this suit, I feel so alive, like I am at my best.
Raytheon in the sky Flying powerfully and joyfully
Caption:  Whether battling villains in the sky or creating tech in my lab
I know for sure, I am right where I am supposed to be, doing what I was born to do!
Collage of Raytheon battling XXXXXX, In his lab with Tek:9, Some other heroic act using is gauntlets in a “green 
Lantern/Dr Spectrum” kind of way



RAYTHEON REFERENCES



TEK:9



STORY: B
FLAMESHOT



FLAMESHOT 
Redemption? 

 

 

Scene: Left facing head shot of Flameshot 

Caption 1: (Top Panel)   Sometimes my past haunts me. 

 

Panel 1(left) 

Caption 2: (Bottom Panel)  Is  there is truly redemption for someone like me. 

Scene:  Flameshot killing drug dealers 

 

Panel2 (right) 

Scene: Flameshot on a roof with a gun, as a sniper. Killing a Big thug below 

Caption: I’m A trained killer  

Mercenary by trade 

 

Panel 3 

Scene: Short Panel, Flameshot covered in Blood, dead people on the ground 

I have more blood on my hands than any man should. 

 

Panel 4 

Scene: Family photo with Flameshot in the middle, his wife (Pink Spade) on the left and his son (Blue flame) on the right 

Yet, here I am , Married,  with a kid 

 

Panel 5 

Scene: Large panel with Tribulation force members fighting generic monsters 

Caption Top:   and working with a team of goody goodies 

 

 

Caption Bottom:  But I wonder what they would really think of me 

If they truly knew where I have been and what I have done. 



 

 

 



Blue Flame Pink SPade



TRIBULATION TASKFORCE MEMBERS
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